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Verfo Lab is the new brand by Verfo SA. More aesthetics, 
more attention to special needs, more design. Thanks to 
smart co-operations with industrial designers and the forma-
tion of new models, the company sets your daily needs in 
the foreground.

Urban lifestyle is now depicted on different kinds of living 
spaces; from the house to the office and other professional 
spaces and once again to public areas where aesthetics and 
functionality are required in order to make your life easier 
and just a bit more beautiful.

Verfo, with a long history that dates back in 1956 and with effi-
cient strategies, makes use of design along with all tools attached 
to this, thus meeting every contemporary need and demand that 
may arise during your everyday life. For this purpose, the compa-
ny makes sure that all products are manufactured in such a way 
that they can be used in multiple and different aspects of life. The 
modern methods and services ensure for the competitive advan-
tage of the company provided that the last one is able to respond 
to every customized project, with the production of furniture of 
specialized demands.

Collection 2017 which is introduced in the catalogue, is the 
result of the collaboration with the internationally known and 
awarded industrial designer, Andreas Varotsos.
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vintage
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design by
Andreas Varotsos

Rigorous lines with vintage references and 
modern approach for an armchair which 
gains successfully its presence in spaces with 
classic or minimal aesthetic. Moreover Vin-
tage’s high back supports you every time you 
need to relax and feel comfortable.
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fold
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design by
Andreas Varotsos

Can a straight line be transformed into a com-
fortable armchair? Fold proves it through its 
smart design and flexible structure. For those 
looking for practicality in every option but also 
for a statement piece in a room with dynamic 
abstract silhouette resembling a sculpture.
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drops
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design by
Andreas Varotsos

The difference is often arised by a detail and 
the armchair Drops base confirms absolute-
ly this theory. A design philosophy which as-
sures a snug experience and at the same time 
unique style in any decoration scene.
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cone
Geometrical completeness and round-shaped 
details give off relaxation and elegance. Chill 
out in the luxury of flawless ergonomics. Cone 
embraces your body and soul to the maximum.
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design by
Andreas Varotsos
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hawk
Set your mind free. You are the only one who 
is in control of your desires and needs. Com-
fort and coziness lie in free spirit. Let yourself 
fly far away without any worries and stress-
ing thoughts.
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design by
Andreas Varotsos
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minos
The effect of the ancient Cretan tradition is more than 
obvious; inspired by the horns of Minotaur, the Minos 
curvy shape is perfect when used to office spaces and 
waiting halls.
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design by
Andreas Varotsos
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candy
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design by
Verfo Lab

The curves at their best with renewed pop 
mood. As a generous hug the Candy armchair 
is the best meeting point for relaxed conversa-
tion, the perfect “shelter” to enjoy your book 
and the fulcrum  for  the next day plans.
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nova
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design by
Verfo Lab

High standard comfort with a dynamic design 
that greets the body offering an upgraded 
version of geniality. Nova wins leading role 
in both a single man living room and in the 
lounge of an urban hotel.
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pharaoh
Yes, majesty. Double cushions bring softness to the 
foreground. Chic and stylish, Pharaoh is found amongst 
the elite of armchairs. Get pampered and cuddle up 
with a Pharaoh.
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design by
Verfo Lab
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Vintage’s body consists of massif iron and is framed by polyurethane
Two provided options regarding the base legs:
- The wooden one is produced by oak in a variety of colours
- The metallic one is provided with the option of electrostatic painting RAL in many shades

Height: 112cm
Width: 85cm
Depth: 82cm

Folding armchair allowing easy transfer
Removable/washable fabric
Fold’s body is made by metallic tube framed with high quality foam. A special 
mechanism is used in order to allow the folding
Weight is no more than 20kg. That means easy transfer for indoor or outdoor use

Height: 105cm
Width: 90cm
Depth: 88cm

Massif metallic body with polyurethane
Base legs are made by oak wood in a variety of colours
Removable/washable fabric

Height: 82cm
Width: 85cm
Depth: 72cm

Nova is made by massif iron and polyurethane
This armchair is a rotary one (with massif bar base)
Provided with the option of electrostatic painting RAL in many shades

Height: 104cm
Width: 81cm
Depth: 95cm

This armchair is a rotary one
The internal part consists of massif iron and polyurethane
Upholstery is provided in two options: fabric or high quality leather 
Removable/washable pillow

Height: 83cm
Width: 75cm
Depth: 85cm
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Massif metallic body framed by polyurethane
Upholstery is provided in two options: fabric or high quality leather

Height: 95cm
Width: 115cm
Depth: 95cm

Internally: Massif iron framed by polyurethane
Hawk’s body is made by oak wood
Produced in a variety of colours

Height: 98cm
Width: 80cm
Depth: 100cm

Pharaoh’s body is made by beech plywood
Framed by high quality foam 5000 (no)
Removable/washable fabric
This armchair is a rotary one (with metallic base)
Provided with option of electrostatic painting RAL in many shades

Height: 85cm
Diameter: 110cm

Frame is made by metal tube
High quality foam 5000 (no) series
Back is made by plywood and treated foam

Height: 44cm
Width: 112cm
Depth: 60cm







Above Evosmos Ringroad, Makrigianni str. extention
Thessaloniki, Greece P.C: 57 013

t: +30 2310 68 2816 - f: +30 2310 68 2081
e: info@verfolab.com -  w: verfolab.com


